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ansys designxplorer is our professional tools for design, analysis and documentation. it is highly interactive, requiring minimal coding and is object-oriented. ansys designxplorer includes a combined design and simulation environment. designxplorer is based on our unique qualified code-
generation technology and includes a direct coupling to ansys fluent and ansys multiphysics for the simulation and optimization of the mechanical subsystems. ansys licence is a freely available engineering software package for the analysis of mechanical systems, electric circuits, thermal-

fluid systems and structures. ansys licence features the ansys cfx solver and the ansys cfd solver. ansys intergraph student is our industry-proven software package for engineering design, analysis and documentation of electrical, thermal, hydraulic and mechanical systems. it is object-
oriented, with a graphical, rapid modeling environment. ansys intergraph student includes a graphical environment for model-based design and integrated analysis with ansys fluent and ansys multiphysics. ansys intergraph student is based on our unique qualified code-generation

technology and includes a direct coupling to ansys fluent and ansys multiphysics for the simulation and optimization of the mechanical subsystems. ansys product 20 professional edition adds a suite of tools specifically designed to aid in the design, verification, and analysis of complex
electromagnetic systems. this edition of ansys product 20 professional edition supports the comprehensive design of high-frequency, integrated, active, passive and programmable rf and microwave systems. it is equipped with a number of capabilities to model and simulate active devices

and antennas, such as power amplifiers, filters, mixers, and diplexers. you can download ansys products 19.3.
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ansys products 2013 32 / 64 bit has got some very impressive analysis capabilities for designing electrification and wireless communication technologies. it has been equipped with integrated electrothermal analysis, automotive radar and a brand new hybrid simulation techniques for pcb.
you can rapidly explore the ideas and innovate with the ansys discovery 3d design application. it has got some easy to use tools you can build as well as optimize lighter as well as smarter products. you can go deeper into the details of design with same precision as ansys flagship

products. you can also download ansys products 17. ansys tetgen is the industry’s leading software toolset for generating 3-d structural analysis and finite element models with the potential to model and analyze structures up to 1 million linear elements. its powerful capabilities span a
broad spectrum of engineering applications, including structural design, analysis, optimization, and integration of finite element analysis (fea) and non-linear dynamics (nld) methods. users of this product may also find value in downloading our ansys hfss student and ansys hfss

professional products. ansys flow simulation is a powerful cfd software package that includes the simulation of flow and heat transfer. this product allows a user to model multiple physical processes on the same mesh and incorporates advanced turbulence modeling capabilities. users of
this product may also find value in downloading our ansys cfd professional product. ansys 3-d converter (ansys 3dc) is a powerful software package that can export the results of ansys mechanical, ansys cfd, ansys spaceclaim, ansys designxplorer and ansys designxplorer professional into

3-d models such as ansys 3dvia and ansys cfx. users of this product may also find value in downloading our ansys 3dc professional product. 5ec8ef588b
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